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SUMMARY
Under certain conditions, small quantities of sodium escaping through a small 
hole may cause extensive corrosion and cratering on the outside of the contain
ment in the vicinity of the leak and there is a possibility that this 'might lead 
to a major rupture of the containment.
Ti is difficult to estimate such a corrosion rate by conducting post mortem 
after an incident because of the lack of precise information about times and 
temperatures.
Simple sodium burning experiments have therefore been carried out in an attempt 
to provide rough quantitative data on the size of these corrosion rates* These
showed that the average rate of corrosion of specimens of 18,8.1 stainless steel 
beneath a burning pool of sodium was of the order of 0.Q5 cm/hr at 600 C and 
0.005 cm/hr at ^00 C.
Enhanced corrosion occurs at the periphery of the burning sodium. The rate of 
penetration will depend on the shape of the corrosion profile which exists in 
the affected surface. The times needed to penetrate different wall thicknesses 
of stainless steel pipework have been calculated for various corrosion profiles 
similar to those which have been observed after incidents in KEML.



INTRODUCTION
1 > In the past it lias usually been accepted as a safety principle by EEML that 

so long as sodium rigs were designed in ?«efa a way as to prevent major leeks 
of liquid metal, tho occurrenco of very small leaks could be tolerated bocatiso 
it would be possible to detect thorn before any serious damage to the equipment 
could ensue. Recent experience suggests that this simple correlation of 
potential hazard with leak size may be seriously in error, and there is a 
growing awareness of the possibility that a small leak may have BeriouR 
consequences,

2. It has become apparent that, under buitable conditions tho sodium escaping 
through a small hole nay cruise extensive corrosion and cxaterlng on the outside 
of the containment and there xs a possibility that this sight 3eao a sig
nificant rupture of tho containment* By this process a small leak c'uld 
ultimately he transformed into a major release of sodium*

3. Some examples of this type of failure have been reported already. For 
in'jtnnco l/rgnor and Stearns (-1965) describe how a leak in a 30^ &tniwloss steel 
expansion tank rt Hnllnm rcduced a wn31 thickness from 0,31 to 0,035 In *  
before it was discovered, while Stroughan (19^+3 describes how a sodium 
leakage r t bOO-^OO C on •che twin-zone loop at Bounreay caused severe corrosion 
to some pdjaccnt 18.8,1 RfcainlosF. steel pipes. Failures of this type Ynva
also been experienced in KCML andhave been described by Eickhoff (1966),
Tn ono of those (Fig. 1) the wall of a test section was eroded to a depth
of 0, 06k in thereby reducing its effective thickness by nearly a factor of
2® On another occasion mild steol supports standing in a tray of bumiixg
NoK were grossly attacked at the KaK/air interface. ̂ This type of behaviour
should be contrasted with the norual corrosion process which occurs at the 
rate of-^10“3 in/yr®

k. The likelihood of such a sequence of events occurring in a sodium rig or
reactor must influor>ce the design philosophy of the containment and the
detection and inspection procedures which are used. In order to assess tho 
hazard xn a partic"!~r system it is important to know the rate at which the
*catastrophic1 corrosion occurs on the outside of tho containment«

5. It is usually difficult to extract this information front a post-mortem on 
actual incidents on rigs, A typical sequence of events is op follows?
i) Someone notices that an escape of sodium has occurred cither It;

the appearance of thi, mctnl, oxidised fume or a fire and gives the 
alarm*

ii) An investigation i=; conducted by a competent person which may take 
minutes as a result of whicn a decision is taken to dump t*t&

rig,
iii) Sodium is allowed to drain from the rig into a dump tank - a

process requiring anything •'roffi winutes up to half an hour for
completion. At some stage during this process, tho level of 
sodium inside xlie rig \dll fall below the leak, after which no 
more sodium can escape.

iv) Meanwhile, the sodium which has escaped may fire# Whether or not 
this occurs depends on the initial temperature of the system, tho 
thickness of the lagging and tho availability of oxygen or moisture, 
and the quantity of sodium which has escaped. Hie f ira  will burn 
for an indeterminate time, and tho temperature reached will not be 
known unloss a thermocouple happens to be situated in the vicinity.
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v) Eventually when all the escaped sodium has oxidised or the supply
of air exhausted* (perhaps by the scaling effects of the solid 
oxidation products), the temperature will begin to fall at a rate 
determined by the thermal properties of tho system*

vi) Whon cold tho damaged lagging will be removed and the metal surfaces
examined*

6. It is clear that ia most cases reliable data on times and temperatures are
not available nor nr® the conditions needed to promote catastrophic oxida
tion properly understood, a n t h e  conclusions to be drawn from a study of 
incidents on sodium rigs are therefore usually only qualitative.

7. The prosent memorandum describes some simple experiments which were cawrled 
out in an attempt to augment the data on sodium fires by burning quantities 
of sodium in stainless stool boats at %00°C and 600 C and measuring tho 
weight lossos which resulted# In this way it was hoped to get rough values 
for corrosion rates under condition# resembling those which occur in catas
trophic corrosion.

exferimbotal procedure

Burning Tests With Stainless Steel Boats at 600°C
ft. Corrosion tests were.carried out in small stainless steel boats. These

were made by cutting standard sections of -J in and 1 in nb stainless steel
pipe lengthways and forndng tho sections into ’boats* in a vise (Pig. -2) 
After cleaning and weighing, tho hosts were placed on a hot plate formed 
from a 12 in d, circular plate of nild steel in thick which was heated 
from below by gas torches* Heat wac conserved by surrounding the assembly 
by a simple shield as sho\m in Fig® 3. The temperature was measured by a 
stainless stoel sheathed thermocouple and when this had reached equlHbritSBt 
tho burning experiment was started®

9. Pellets of sodium weighing about 1«2 grams were placed into the beats using 
long handled ton^s u’d allowed to burn freely in the air® Meastjresenta wlfcll 
the thermocouple probe showed tho boat quickly rog*dned a temperature of
600 C after addition of a sodium pellet® Burning times were extended by 
adding further pellets whon the previous one ceased to burn. A H  the 
experiments wore conducted outside the laboratory, on a burning ground so* 
distance from the main building and personnel wore suitably dressed ia 
fireproof clothing, Uhcn the sodium had burnt for the requisite period* the 
boats were plunged into soda ash (anhydrous sodium enrbonrte powder), rinsed, 
in water, dried and ro-weighod. The average corrosion rate was deduced 
directly from the burning time and the weight Iocs of the boat®

10. In order to see whether the corrosion rate was influenced isy a presence o f  
lagging a variation in procedure was adopted® Loose pieces of the appro
priate kind of lagging were piled into the boats and allowed to roach 
equilibrium temperature® Pellets of sodium wore then placed on top of the 
lagging. During the subsequent fire, molten metal trickled dowa through the 
loosely heaped lagging ensuring intimate contact with both lagging and the 
stainless steel boat.

1 1 . additional tests were also carried out to compare the corrosive effects of 
burning sodium metal with those of the molten caustic residues which nrs 
the end product of a sodium fire® This was dene by collecting together
the molten residues which remained after combustion was complete and pouring 
them into a clean weighed boat held at the appropriate temperature. 
before the corrosion rate was calculated from the weight loss ©eeurriag 
after a given time under the test conditions.
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Burning Tests with Stainless Ste«l Roa.t« at hQQ°G
12. Following on from the corrosion tests at 600°C, o further series of tests 

was carried out at %OOcCs The specimens used were again made from 1 in NB
18,8.1 S3 pipe, but were made longer than before, tho nominal weights being 
100 grans,,

13* The same tjchniques wore eaployed as before, tho burning metal being replen
ished by extra polioLs of nodium. In general, the sodiura was slow to fire?
and induction periods as Ion/? as 1& minutes were noticed. As burning 
progressed the specimens became covered with a thicx solid layer c f  oxidation 
products which gradually sprond over tho whole area and contamina'cod tho 
lower sides of the boats. For this reason the burning was not very uniform 
and it was alloyed to continue for periods up to JO minutes.

’.Tests with a Lagged Pipe Section

1 .̂ h typical rig section was also subjoctod to a burning sodium test. The
model consisted of a 9 in length of ? in NB stainless stool pipo, fitted
with tape heating and stillito Ingoing. for the purpose of tho tost a 
portion of the Irgging was scooped out and filled with about 300 grams of 
solid eodiuffl,

15. Tag section was placed on th»- hot-plate in a horizontal position and heated
to about 500 C and the sodium alloviod to burn to completion, which took
about half an hour, Aft.r cooling the pipe wan cleaned and in~ooctsda

RESULTS iJJD DISCUSSION

16. The results of the first series of tests using small (JO g) boats at £>00°C
aro listed in Table. 1 » ’’ho weight losses have been converted to penetra
tion rates on fchc assumption t.’at the corrosion was uniform and .ghat the 
avers-jTe area of the boat in- contact with liquid c odium wa" 15 c n '%

TAB ID 1

Corrosion of 30 j boats oy sodium burning at 600°C

Test
No. Type of Te'-t

Lo -s in 
v..- '^hr 
(im)

. ......

, Burning
Time

i (Min) 
i

nverage t 
Penetration '

Sate t 
crr/far. s

a 2 1 Pure Sodium * o J+37
'
| 3 0.082 !

* A “ J ' 0.729 1 h 0,092 j
- J ! 1,05 ! 6 0.059 ,
A 8 j 2,03

1...... ,,

' 10 0*105 ' 
■

/> 5 Soc’Iup '■nc1 Stillite
i
, 1.^8

J 1 ...
0.088

A 6 1 | 1.5^ j ^ 0.07;i

A 7
j

- Sodium and Hooksill I 1.58
i
1 8 0.087

- 9 t , 1.53 
I I 10 0*0??

:

i- i0 i Caustic Residues | 0,05 i 30
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1?« Bie data given in Table I is also presented in Fig h which shows the weight
losses as a function of time of burning. A linear relationship is evident* 
These experiments showed that the corrosion rate stayed roughly constant 
and corresponded to a penetration rate of just less than 1 mm per hour#
The presence of lagging seeued to have a negligible effect on the corrosion 
and the caustic residues were less corrosive than burning sodium®

!8« In order to achieve greater control over the experimental conditions and in
particular to define more accurately the area over which tho corrosion took 
place, the experiment was rope'.tcd usjng larger boats (75 g)»

19. jv8 before, the overall amount of corrosion was measured by weighing the boats 
before anJ after the experiment with the results shown in Table II* The 
ponetrntior rnfces wuru again calculated on the assumption of uniform corrosion. 
In these experiments the average area of contact between sodium and the 
stainless steel beat was 33 cn^»

T^BLE II
Corrosion cf 75 g boats by burning sodium at SQO'-'C

Test
No. Type of Tost

Loss in 
weight 
(gin)

S

Burning
Time
(Min)

j Average j 
Penetration I 

| Hate j 
ctr/hr. *1 ?

B 1 Fed with sodium, tho 
excess caustic melt 
dr .ained away every 10 
minutes.

6.?^ 50 ! 0.0^9 !
f '
I ;
s
t

B 5 As above 1?*18! 60 j  o . < M
i J

B k
----------- -1
No sodium. Pure 
caustic melt only.

1 1.17 60
f  ̂
i 0.00^ J

i ' 
i s

B 2

!

Control specimen, No 
sodium, but slight con
tamination with caustic 
on the base.

0.18

f

60 ■ 0*0006II
Si
f '

j.

20. The sodium corrosion rates measured in Tests B1 and BJ were self consistent
and differed from those obtained v&th the small boats by less than a factor 
of 2. As before, the caustic residues wore much less potent a coureo of 
corrosion "'’an the burning sodiun.

2 1. Besides not! *;he nett losses in the specimens, the change in thickness of 
tho boat used s., ^est B3 uas measured by neano of a rt&crcffleter, Sic recvlts 
confirmed the visual impression that tho corrosion wars greater in tho ■ocr'-ptiero3. 
region than beneath the bulk of the liquid soc.iurv A schematic f i i o f
theicorrosion zones is shown in Fi^. 5. I’he central recicn with c„* 'r^n of 
18.5 cm^ wa^ permanently submerged in sodium fc^  ̂hour and decrease- 'J . 
thickness by 0,030 cm during the. course of the experiment. By cor.tr'/T-, tho 
peripheral zone was corroded to an average depth of 0*051 cb» -aJc".'v \»rto 
account the areas of the two zones, the calculated weight loss eorrorrso^lxng 
to the decrease in thickness of tho boat was within. 1C& cf the directly 
measured value.



22» Enhanced corrosion rates in tho peripheral region might well explain the 
rather higher penetration rates obtained with the smaller boats because 
edge effects would bo expoctod to be greater in this ease®

2J* Even, larger bo«ts ^ero used to measure tho smaller corrosion ratoa obtained 
with sodrum at **00 'C„ Tho results of the experiments are given In !fab?.o 111®

t;j3LE iii

Corrcsion of 100 £>- boats burning sodium at bOO°C

Test ;
N o .  ii

Type of Test
BypOBure | 
Time | 
(Kin) 1

W e i g h t

loss
(gin)

}  ̂Penetration t 
| R&io 
I cm/hr. '
I . .”  " ,r 1 

C 5 1 Molten Sodium 18 j 0*012
1—
i - :

C 6
I

Molton Sodium
Burning £>01 turn

1 8  j  

%  *1 1.5^
1

S 6.5 x 1 0 ~ 3

c  7 Molten Sodium 
Burning Sodium

>
5  , 15 I 0 , * f ?

1

| *4 > 0  X
I

1C-? ;

C  8 Molten Sodium 
Rurni ng Sodium

,  |

30 j 0*93
\
3

*, 3.9 x 10“3 1

C  9 M o l t e n  S o d i u m  

H u r i d n g  S o d i u m

5 ! 

30 j 0.59
i

j 2«5 x

?

1 0 " 3

C  1 0 M o l t e n  S o d i u m  

Burning S o d i u m

i 4 

k  !

- 5 0  )

i

0.^8

JJ

1 0 ” ?

2*f» ^Ithou^h some on did occur in  the lower side of tho boat because
of ,,p illage of the reaction products the pessim iatic assumption i s  and** 
that a l l  tno attnci; w- 3 concentrated in  the upper surface of the Doat v ith  
an arop. of foO cmc. Hit resu lts o'* Tewt C> show that weight l03S0«! during 
the induction period bef ro the '-c'Mtsm fir-xi ci uJd bo ignored acid tftc 
ponotration rate i.s therefore calculated 0x1 tho assumption that all fche 
inoo.oû ed weight lu'jo occurred whilst the sodium was actually burning* ®ie 
incrL'i&cd scatter in  the rvoulta I s  baidly su rprising  in  viow of the 
d if f ic u lty  of ro inta in ing itccdy burning an the presence of largo quantities 
of sol La re etion aroc'uots, Ip f < neral the rates are down by ^ore than <m 
order of tit tudc compared with thone at 6 0 0  0 .

25. From tho potnc of view of rig safety, the vital pioco of information fro®
corrosion studios i? tho measured rate of pcnutrition under tho most adverse 
conditions which can bo cncoanterod and attention hnc already boon drawn to the 
fnci fchnt during r rodiutp fire, peripheral corrosion occurs with considorablo 
rapidity, u good example of lliin was I,ho behaviour shown ay the lagged pipe 
spocimon (para 1̂ ). Its goniral appearance at the end of * ho experiment is 
shown m  Fj(j. 6 in which the ’tide mark' surrounding the zooo containing the 
liquid sodium can be seen quite dearly. In some places, notably on the 
undfrnlde cr the pi]jo whore the sodium/stool ’’air interface i;as woil dofinedT 
thi. tado mrk consa&ted of tho deep fLscuro shown in Fife 7„ Jy taking a» 
cross e>ction of tho corrodcd area (Fig, 8) the depth of ponotr vH on vtjf 
rhown I o bo 0*013 on* This corrosion occurred at a nordnal t̂ npcrT.tarr* of 
500 0 dur.ing a period of not more than naif an hour* The met’ of .nsv'tra'ion 
under tfroso conditions was therefore 0»0?5 cm/hr.
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26. Enhanced corrosion rates were also clearly observed In Test No* B3 with
the ?5 gits boat in which the moan corrosion rate in tho peripheral region was 
0,06 cra/hr compared with 0*0? cn/hr beneath the sodium surface® It is likely 
that as the sodium burnt and was replenished the interface moved backwards and 
forwards across tho peripheral zone. Had it remained stationary, it is 
reasonable to suppose that tho penetration would have been appreciably greater.

27. How much greater would depend on tho profile of tho corroded rogion, Various
examples of possible profiles are illustrated in Fig, 9® The most serious
profile'is No. h, consisting c.f a pit deepening but without widening® ^Ishough 
the occurrence of such a fault is unlikely, its consequences have beenMncluded 
for purposes of comparison. The evidence from post mortem incidents in HilML 
rigs suggests th-’t if a profile cf this type wore to occur it is unlikely that 
its width would Ve less than 0.1 cm.

28. From the rcaults of the first scries of tests, Fig k, it is concluded that the 
weight loss per unit time and henco the volume loss per unit time are constant® 
If the perimeter of the corroded area remains fixed, it follows that the rate 
of increase of the area of the corrosion profile remains constant*

29. In tho case of the 3rd test on the 75 gro boats tho average width of the
peripheral zone was 0.8 cm and tho average depth of penetration after 1 hour 
was 0,051 cm. Hence the area of the corrosion profile increased at tho rate 
of (0.8 x 0,051) = 4.08 x 10~2cn Bj combining this figure with the
expressions for the areas of tho various corrosion profiles in Fig, 9 it is 
possible to calculate the time needed for the maximum depth/penetrations (p) 
to equal any specified value. Table IV lists the times needed to penetrate 
various wall thickness of stainless steel piping.

T/.BIE IV
Calculated tines needed to penetrate various wall0thicknesses of

18.8,1 stainless steel pipework at 500 C

I Type cf'Pipe , Penetration Times for different 
corrosion profiles (hr)

Nominal
Diameter

(in)
! Wall
| Thickness 
- (in)
.... .......

Rectangular j 
(ratio of axes • 

2,5) |
Triangular Semi

Circular
Rectangular 
(constant 
width)

Zk 0,25 25 j

'
17 1,6

1k O.189 14 | 10 9 1,2
k 0.12 | { *  j

k 3* 0.7 6

2 0,109 !i *4  ii 3j* 3 0*69 !f1
X

30, It will be seen that thu caclulated penetration times vary widely depending 
on the geometry of tho corrosion front. Moreover, if the local hotspot 
temperatures near a leak in a i,iece of lagged pipe are significantly different 
from those occurring in tho boats of burning sodium, tho corresponding 
penetration tiraos will be affected.
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CONCLUSIONS

31. Wien sodium leaks from rigs at temperatures of 400°C or above it usually 
firc-s, resulting in extensive corrosion of the adjacent ©eternal surface
of tho-. containment. It is difficult to estimate corrosion rates by conduct
ing post mortens on such incidents because of the leiik of reliable ±n£o~ 
raation about times and temperatures.

32. Simple sodium burning experiments have been carried out in an attempt to 
provide rough quantitative data on the size of those corrosion rates«
These showed that the avoracc rate of corrosion of specimens of l8»8e1 
stainless sfcyol beneath a burning pool of sodium was of the order of 0«05
orr/hr at 600 C and 0,005 cta/hr ,-yfc lm ° c t

33® Enhanced corrosion occurs at the periphery of the burning sodium® The rate 
of pc-notrati on in thin .region 'ri.ll depend on the shape of tho corrosion 
profile, which exists on Hie affooted surface* The times needed to penetrate 
e r.iainless stool surf^co to a f’epth equal to tlxo wall thickness of typical 
■sizes cf pipework have boon calculated for various corrosion profiles, 
sirraLar tc those which have been observed in REKL incidents® Those times 
vary considerably depending on tho corrosion profile assumed® If the local 
hotspot temperatures are significantly different from those occurring in the 
boats of burning sodium, tho corresponding penetration times will bo affected.
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SECT! ON A-A X 7 VIEW OF CUT OUT X 2

(a) (b)

F IG .  I C A T A S T R O P H IC  C O R R O S IO N  A FTER  A SO D IU M  LEAK  

O N  THE F E.T.T R T EST  S E C T I O N  IN R E.L.



SJAJNLESS s t e e l  BOATS USED

e x p e r im e n t s

BURNING



I 6

FIG. 3 DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH O f  H O T P L A T E



©  BOAT CONTAIN ING  BURN ING  SODIUM AT 6 5 © f,C

A  AS ABOVE WITH ADDED 5TILUTE

CD AS ABOVE WITH ADDED R O C K S IU .

FtC 4. GRAPH SHOW ING  IN C R EA S IN G  wt L O S S  W*TH



PERIPHERAL REGION

SODIUM 18-5 cm*

FIG 5. APPEARANCE OF 75g  BOAT AFTER TEST 3 (TABLE H )

SHOW ING PERIPHERAL ATTACK BY BURNING SODIUM



FIG. 6 FINAL APPEARAN CE OF LAGGED PIPE SPECIMEN 

SHOWING TIDE MARK AROUND AREA IN CONTACT  WITH

L IQ U ID  SODIUM

A



FIG. 7. ENH A NC ED  CO RRO S IO N  AT THE EDGE OF 

THE SODIUM CONTAM INATED  AREA IN FIG . 6.



SOPtUM ATTACK ON
:STAfWl.gis:S--»syi/El>:

SECTIONS ACROSS AREA
,OC-$;EVgBfc /"ATTACK. ,/. '

SECTION ACROSS ABBA 
OF LEAST ATTACK



!• RE CT A NG UL A R  ( a x e s  in r a t i o  o f  2 s )

2 - 5  p

(«f F»C I©)

A R E A  2-Sf

2_____TRIANGULAR ( i n c l u d e d  a n g l e  o f  tso°) ( « §  P t «  a)

AREA s/3 pP

3 SEMI -C IR C U L A R ( « «  F IG I O )

4 RECTANGULAR  ( w i t h  s m a l l  & c o n s t a n t  w id th  w )

AR EA  a  « f

P I C  9 E X A M P L E S  OF C O R R O S I O N  PROFILES



ENLARGEMENT OF FIG 1 a SHOWING THE OCCURRENCE

Of DIFFERENT TYPES OF CORRO SIO N  PROFILES


